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Abstract: The following work presents an overview of smart sensors and sensor fusion targeted at
biomedical applications and sports areas. In this work, the integration of these areas is demonstrated,
promoting a reflection about techniques and applications to collect, quantify and qualify some
physical variables associated with the human body. These techniques are presented in various
biomedical and sports applications, which cover areas related to diagnostics, rehabilitation,
physical monitoring, and the development of performance in athletes, among others. Although some
applications are described in only one of two fields of study (biomedicine and sports), it is very
likely that the same application fits in both, with small peculiarities or adaptations. To illustrate the
contemporaneity of applications, an analysis of specialized papers published in the last six years has
been made. In this context, the main characteristic of this review is to present the largest quantity
of relevant examples of sensor fusion and smart sensors focusing on their utilization and proposals,
without deeply addressing one specific system or technique, to the detriment of the others.
Keywords: smart sensors; sensor fusion; biomedical; sports; rehabilitation; development of
performance in athletes
PACS: J0101

1. Introduction
Given the growing demand for the development of intelligent monitoring systems, with a local
processing or sensor network, this paper presents a review of the state of the art sensor fusion and
smart sensors geared to sports and biomedical areas mainly during the last six years. In particular,
it relates to how these technologies are present in several actions aimed at monitoring biological
functions of individuals (biomedicine); exhibiting the use of biosignals for the execution of activities
(biosignal interfaces); sports performance improvement of an individual (physical therapy and sports
science) and recovery; and the correction of movements and ergonomics.
Taking into account the high amount of techniques on biomedical and sports applications,
both sensor fusion and smart sensors are highlighted. In the literature, it is possible to find many related
terms, such as: sensor fusion, multi-sensor, smart sensor, data fusion, smart devices, smart systems,
fusion systems, among others. For a better understanding of this paper, smart sensors are defined as
devices able to acquire, process and transmit/show data to users. On the other side, sensor fusion
(which can be smart fusion or not) is a junction between two or more sensors present in the same
system [1].
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The sensor fusion concept is increasingly widespread and discussed these days, making it
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[1]. Dueistoincreasingly
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involved,
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unlikely
that
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The sensor
widespread
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discussed
days,
making
it
signal
acquisition
can
provide
a
satisfactory
compression
system
or
variable
analysis
[2].
In
general,
comparable to a Science [1]. Due to a large amount of features involved, it is unlikely that only
one
sensor fusion is the combination of different data from sensors that may result in more complex
signal acquisition can provide a satisfactory compression system or variable analysis [2]. In general,
analysis, which are not possible with the use of sensors singularly and/or separately [3]. In addition
sensor fusion is the combination of different data from sensors that may result in more complex
to data acquisition of different magnitudes, sensor fusion includes management and combination of
analysis, which are not possible with the use of sensors singularly and/or separately [3]. In addition to
this data with strategies to provide consistent and effective responses [1].
data acquisition of different magnitudes, sensor fusion includes management and combination of this
The development of fusion techniques is driven by the overview of a given system to be
data with strategies to provide consistent and effective responses [1].
analyzed in order to improve the decision-making process into specific actions in the same system.
The development of fusion techniques is driven by the overview of a given system to be analyzed
The areas most affected by this technology are in commercial, social, biomedical, environmental,
in order to improve the decision-making process into specific actions in the same system. The areas
military, sociological, and psychological scopes of effects: in short, often interdisciplinary interaction
most affected by this technology are in commercial, social, biomedical, environmental, military,
[1,2,4].
sociological, and psychological scopes of effects: in short, often interdisciplinary interaction [1,2,4].
When it comes to sensor fusion, there are two situations. During the first, the fusion is done on
When it comes to sensor fusion, there are two situations. During the first, the fusion is done on
sensors with different signals [5]; while the second merges data, which is not necessarily of different
sensors with different signals [5]; while the second merges data, which is not necessarily of different
magnitudes, but with equivalent sensors in different situations.
magnitudes, but with equivalent sensors in different situations.
Traditionally, its structure is composed of three levels, which act sequentially: acquisition and
Traditionally, its structure is composed of three levels, which act sequentially: acquisition and
data merger, fusion of characteristics, and merger of decisions [1]. These three levels work with
data merger, fusion of characteristics, and merger of decisions [1]. These three levels work with
information in different classes, as shown in Figure 1. The first level (low) is composed of different
information in different classes, as shown in Figure 1. The first level (low) is composed of different
sensors that collect signals from n variables, which can be physical quantities, chemical, biological or
sensors that collect signals from n variables, which can be physical quantities, chemical, biological or
images (pixels). The second rating level (average) refers to handling and processing obtained signals,
images (pixels). The second rating level (average) refers to handling and processing obtained signals,
from which their main information is extracted. Finally, in the third level (high), there are manipulation
from which their main information is extracted. Finally, in the third level (high), there are manipulation
classes, which create a fusion of symbols (characters, recognized information and strategies), and also
classes, which create a fusion of symbols (characters, recognized information and strategies), and also
where decision algorithms for recognition and transmission information are applied.
where decision algorithms for recognition and transmission information are applied.
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The main applications of the smart sensors are: environmental monitoring, agriculture, transport
The main applications of the smart sensors are: environmental monitoring, agriculture, transport
and traffic, logistics, industrial, hospital, lighting, aerospace, energy conservation, automotive, and
and traffic, logistics, industrial, hospital, lighting, aerospace, energy conservation, automotive,
telecommunications [7–10]. Among these different areas, applications in health care and sports
and telecommunications [7–10]. Among these different areas, applications in health care and sports
performance are also related with great emphasis [11,12].
performance are also related with great emphasis [11,12].
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which rely only on the data fusion such as a motion capture system used in sports; but also chemistry
In the same direction, this review has avoided dealing with consolidated sensing techniques
biosensors, which deviate from the context and extent, usually having invasive applications which
which rely only on the data fusion such as a motion capture system used in sports; but also chemistry
alone could give rise to a specific revision.
biosensors, which deviate from the context and extent, usually having invasive applications which
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that there is a great interaction between biomedical and
alone could give rise to a specific revision.
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to each branch, followed by some recent and relevant applications, and a brief analysis of the concepts
of sensor fusion and smart sensors.
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2. Sports
Three types of data analyze the development of athletes in sports: physiological, physical and
technical [13,14]. As physiological variables, the following can be highlighted: power (aerobic and
anaerobic), lactate, glucose, oxygen consumption, and others [13–15]. Among physical variables,
detach speed (average, critical, etc.), acceleration, and fatigue index, among others [13–15]. As examples
of technical variables, there are starting time (athletics, swimming, etc.), proper execution of
movements, repetitions of sequential movements, correct gait, posture during movement execution,
among others [16,17]. The analyses of these variables corroborate with technical, physiologist and
trainer assessments, used for decision-making and training implementation [13,14,16].
In sports, more and more applications have been developed as a result of data measurement,
which is also a useful tool for performance evaluation. Information and analysis usually do not depend
on the response of only one sensor but on the data fusion of multiple sensors, which must subsequently
undergo processing and data communication in a dynamic and interactive way (preferably during
exercise execution). However, in most cases post processing only occurs remotely [18,19].
The importance of instrumenting an athlete or accessory and analyzing real-time data is that it
helps technicians and physiologists in assessing timely performance and the orientation of the athlete
to develop it properly [20].
Sensor fusion, most commonly applied in sports, contains the following sensors: Accelerometer,
Gyroscope and Magnetometer [12,18,19,21]. Keeping in mind that sensor fusion and smart sensor
concepts can be used together, the selected applications in sports are presented and organized according
to a specific sport or group of modalities, such as athletics, swimming, cycling, ball and puck sports
and general applications.
2.1. Application in Athletics
Athletics is considered the motor base for other sports because it is difficult to find a high
performance sport that does not require running, throwing or jumping [22].
There is a great demand for studies that enable the technician to conduct his/her analysis and
guidance while in a training session, aiming for a higher growth rate of athletes’ performance [20,21].
In athletics, this convenience can develop a continuous interaction between coach and athlete,
providing more useful guidance in a competitive environment and in the practice of sports, rather than
in laboratories in further analyses [21].
In athletics, inertial sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) are widely used,
providing an evaluation of quantities, such as acceleration, angular velocity, and magnetic field,
while providing orientation data analysis, as a quaternion and Euler angle [21]. The fusion of these
data with a video signal can provide data that can justify the difference in performance between two or
more athletes [21]. The work developed by [20] is an example of this analysis, in which it is possible
to examine the inertial behavior of sensors according to the time displacement of two athletes [20].
With this information, the trainer can provide corrections, specific training and guidance to athletes in
terms of starting time, positioning at starting time, among others.
In races, in addition to start monitoring, gait analysis is very important to the correct execution of
movements during training and competition, since the coach will be able to monitor the biomechanics
of this sport in real-time [23–28].
In order to analyze gait in sports, which depends on correct posture and movement, a system was
developed using force and inertial sensors in an athlete’s shoe [29]. The application of three sensors,
obtaining force, acceleration and angular velocity, comprises a sensor fusion used for the gait analysis
of the athlete.
Figure 3 illustrates some examples of places to install smart sensors according to their application.
The places where sensors are installed will influence both results and the type of analysis to be
performed, such as (a) installing a sensor on each ankle to analyze movements and range of movements;
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(b) installation of two sensors (thigh and tibia) to analyze the knee angle during gait execution; (c) a
(b) installation of two sensors (thigh and tibia) to analyze the knee angle during gait execution;
sensor installed in the lumbar can analyze hip movements, according to the pace [23–30].
(c) a sensor installed in the lumbar can analyze hip movements, according to the pace [23–30].

Figure 3. Examples of places to install smart sensors: (a) ankle; (b) thigh and tibia; and (c) lumbar.
Figure 3. Examples of places to install smart sensors: (a) ankle, (b) thigh and tibia, and (c) lumbar.
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[31].
accessories (hammer, stick, dart, disc, etc.), and obstacles (gap and barriers) [31].
2.2. Application in Swimming
2.2. Application in Swimming
Basic swimming movements can be divided into three phases. First, there is swimming style
Basic swimming movements can be divided into three phases. First, there is swimming style
(freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke and butterfly). Second, there is the turn type, and third, there is
(freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke and butterfly). Second, there is the turn type, and third, there is
swimming intensity (speed or resistance) [14,32–43].
swimming intensity (speed or resistance) [14,32–43].
Based on this information, sensor fusion and smart sensors may be applied in various forms
Based on this information, sensor fusion and smart sensors may be applied in various forms in
in swimming, quantizing by numbers, graphics, and analyses. For example, to swimming type
swimming, quantizing by numbers, graphics, and analyses. For example, to swimming type
recognition; quantity of strokes and the time between them; and also swim and speed intensity [14].
recognition; quantity of strokes and the time between them; and also swim and speed intensity [14].
Swimming requires two important measurements of variables to the development of the athlete,
Swimming requires two important measurements of variables to the development of the athlete,
which are the resistance to the movement of the body in water and propulsion of the body in water,
which are the resistance to the movement of the body in water and propulsion of the body in water,
according to the efficiency of the arms during the movement [32–44].
according to the efficiency of the arms during the movement [32–44].
To exemplify this, there is a system divided into two major blocks. One block is responsible
To exemplify this, there is a system divided into two major blocks. One block is responsible for
for reading and storing data, and the other one is responsible for interacting with the data [44].
reading and storing data, and the other one is responsible for interacting with the data [44]. The
The function of the blocks is to perform inertial analysis of the limbs and the upper body during
function of the blocks is to perform inertial analysis of the limbs and the upper body during
swimming, fusing these signals with images, allowing technical analysis of the type of swimming and
swimming, fusing these signals with images, allowing technical analysis of the type of swimming
its corrections through comparison of the swimming technique, according to numerical presentations
and its corrections through comparison of the swimming technique, according to numerical
(graphics), and video analyses [35,40,45].
presentations (graphics), and video analyses [35,40,45].
Sensor fusion can be used for more specific goals, such as conciliating concepts of speed, power,
Sensor fusion can be used for more specific goals, such as conciliating concepts of speed, power,
and technique of a starting jump [40,45]. To illustrate this, there is a system that has the following
and technique of a starting jump [40,45]. To illustrate this, there is a system that has the following
smart sensors: sensors on the start platform, inertial sensors, pressure sensor on the edge of the pool,
smart sensors: sensors on the start platform, inertial sensors, pressure sensor on the edge of the pool,
photoelectric sensors, and cameras and sound signals [40,45].
photoelectric sensors, and cameras and sound signals [40,45].
In this system it is possible to detect the reaction time of the athlete to the starting signal, the power
In this system it is possible to detect the reaction time of the athlete to the starting signal, the
generated from jumping off the platform, his/her movement and technique, jump time (flying),
power generated from jumping off the platform, his/her movement and technique, jump time
among others [40,45].
(flying), among others [40,45].
However, it is not only the monitoring of athletes that can be applied to sensor fusion.
However, it is not only the monitoring of athletes that can be applied to sensor fusion. Smart
Smart sensors and their fusion are also applied to the automation of sports and information provided
sensors and their fusion are also applied to the automation of sports and information provided to
to scouts. In recent years, the number of systems that update the data of athletes (number of strokes,
scouts.
In recent years, the number of systems that update the data of athletes (number of strokes,
andthe
thetime
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In cycling, studies are applied to both the performance improvements of riders and for the
2.3. Application in Cycling
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Figure 4. Power application phases and foot angle correction on the pedal while pedaling.
Figure 4.
Power application phases and foot angle correction on the pedal while pedaling.

The crankset, shown in Figure 4, along with the pedal, rotates 360° during exercise execution,
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smart sensor [13,47–51].
cycling, power output stands out for being measured during training, competitions, and even in
The speed sensor is commonly found in two different forms. The first, and most common, is a
laboratory
evaluations
[13,47].
Thecrankset,
powerdetecting
meter used
in cycling
a device
that
has aonfusion of
magnetic
sensor installed
on the
the passage
throughisa fixed
magnet
installed
two sensors
(force
and
speed)
and
transmits
data
via
wireless
communication,
being
characterized
as
the chain stay. The second form is presented in Microsystem Electromechanical (MEMS) form, being
the gyroscope
responsible for measuring the angular velocity of the pedal [47].
a smart sensor
[13,47–51].
The power
sensor is found
responsible
for measuring
deformation
a mechanical
partcommon,
The speed
sensororistorque
commonly
in two
differenttheforms.
The in
first,
and most
of the bicycle, and this part can be the pedal, the crankset, the chain ring, the rear hub, or even the
is a magnetic sensor installed on the crankset, detecting the passage through a fixed magnet installed
chain stay [51]. This sensor is called Extensometer, which transforms the intensity of the mechanical
on the chain
stay. The
second resistance
form is presented
deformation
into electrical
changes [47].in Microsystem Electromechanical (MEMS) form,
being the gyroscope responsible for measuring the angular velocity of the pedal [47].
The power or torque sensor is responsible for measuring the deformation in a mechanical part
of the bicycle, and this part can be the pedal, the crankset, the chain ring, the rear hub, or even the
chain stay [51]. This sensor is called Extensometer, which transforms the intensity of the mechanical
deformation into electrical resistance changes [47].
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After torque and speed data fusion, the power values in real time are displayed for the rider.
A device called Head Unit, which is placed on the bicycle handlebars, performs the interface with
the cyclist [13,47,48]. With the evolution of smartphones and mobile devices, integration with power
meters is facilitated by two wireless communication protocols: ANT+ and Bluetooth [13,48].
Having such examples of sensor fusion applied to cycling, it is clear that the analysis can be of both
the techniques and physical condition of the athletes, helping the sport as a whole. Cycling is a sport
that has endurance (road, hour record, etc.) and speed (time trial, track, etc.) racing categories, with the
applicability of the concepts of sensor fusion and smart sensors being vital to all of them [13,47–51].
2.4. Ball and Puck Sports
2.4.1. Applications in Football (Soccer)
Soccer, in particular, is a very susceptible sport for refereeing errors with constant slip ups
regarding offside decisions and even goal validations [52], which directly influences the course of the
match and the final result.
Goalpost instrumentation, using sensor fusion, has recently been proposed [52–54] based on
two techniques to scan a certain area. The first is based on cameras installed in the stadium structure,
making a decision according to the position of the ball related to the goal line based on the image of
three different cameras (at least) at the same time [53]. The second technique is based on magnetic
field sensors installed in the three goalposts, where the decision would be made based on the magnetic
field change [54,55]. Both techniques process signals from sensors and transmit them to the referees by
wireless encrypted communication [53]. These systems can be applied in other sports besides soccer,
such as hockey (ice and grass), basketball and water polo [54].
While the first technique is based on image fusion, the second also uses smart instrumentation of
the ball, which is loaded with a passive electronic circuit and the goalposts present a low frequency
magnetic field generated by the system. Any variation in the magnetic field behind the goal line is
detected and automatically confirms, or not, the passage of the ball [55].
The importance of smart sensors and sensor fusion in ball sports goes beyond monitoring rules
and objectives, also being applied in the physiological measurement of variables to evaluate the
physical performance of each athlete [55].
Regarding physical evaluations, running evaluation systems can be exemplified with sensors and
timers, which in parallel with physical examination sensors (fatigue, heart rate, etc.) are transmitted
to a signal processing center, as exemplified by Figure 5 [56]. The system displays the running time
between the towers. With this given time and the distance between towers, it is possible to calculate,
along with other parameters, physiological power, fatigue index, among others [15]. Figure 5a exhibits
a smart sensor topology for collecting time in continuous running between infrared or optical sensors
(A and B), and it can be sprints or even laps. Additionally, the system shown in Figure 5b is used for
agility tests, composed by many sensor towers (is showed 8 towers), where the measured value is
the time taken for the athlete to trigger the active sensor and return to the center, which is indicated
by lighting the tower to be triggered. Both systems has a central tower with a embedded system
microcontrolled to collect data, store them and also enable them to transfer to a computer.
To survey the physical performance of an athlete in the field, a GPS (Global Positioning System)
was used in each player to collect data such as speed, position, acceleration, time of each activity type,
among others [57]. Thus, sensor fusion use for soccer analysis is important for rule application, and for
the monitoring and assessment of players.
2.4.2. Applications in Basketball
The application of smart sensors in basketball includes real-time analysis of passes, shots (jumps),
drives, and dribbles [58,59] in both games and practices [58,60,61].
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To illustrate the individual analyses, the ball instrumentation stands out, performing data
To illustrate the individual analyses, the ball instrumentation stands out, performing data
collection to compare shot types; ball output angle from the hand of the athlete; the angle at which
collection to compare shot types; ball output angle from the hand of the athlete; the angle at which the
the ball enters the hoop; and speed and flight time of the ball [61].
ball enters the hoop; and speed and flight time of the ball [61].
In [61], the proposed basketball instrumentation was developed using nine accelerometers
In [61], the proposed basketball instrumentation was developed using nine accelerometers
installed on the ball, which communicate with mobile devices, allowing the user to retrieve data
installed on the ball, which communicate with mobile devices, allowing the user to retrieve data
through an application installed on the device. This type of analysis helps corrections of movement
through an application installed on the device. This type of analysis helps corrections of movement
and shots in order to improve quality and accuracy of the field goals [61]. As for movement and
and shots in order to improve quality and accuracy of the field goals [61]. As for movement and
intensity analysis inside the court, smart sensors are installed on the body of the athlete, creating
intensity analysis inside the court, smart sensors are installed on the body of the athlete, creating fusions
fusions due to the physical performance of the athlete on the court [58–60].
due to the physical performance of the athlete on the court [58–60].
These fusions are usually based on smart sensors installed on the body of the athlete, such as
These fusions are usually based on smart sensors installed on the body of the athlete, such as GPS,
GPS, instrumented insoles, inertial sensors, and cameras [58–61]. Together, these data are analyzed
instrumented insoles, inertial sensors, and cameras [58–61]. Together, these data are analyzed according
according to the performance of the athlete, generating reports and feedback to coaches, physical
to the performance of the athlete, generating reports and feedback to coaches, physical trainers,
trainers, physiologists, and physicians.
physiologists, and physicians.
2.4.3. Applications in Sports with Protective Equipment
2.4.3. Applications in Sports with Protective Equipment
Within team sports, there are modalities that require protection to the athlete because of the
Within team sports, there are modalities that require protection to the athlete because of the
impacts and intensity that the game offers, such as hockey and football. In these cases, smart sensors
impacts and intensity that the game offers, such as hockey and football. In these cases, smart sensors
and sensor fusion application enable the analysis of the impacts suffered by the athlete [62] which
and sensor fusion application enable the analysis of the impacts suffered by the athlete [62] which also
also helps to provide knowledge to the development of protective gear. Several recent articles in the
helps to provide knowledge to the development of protective gear. Several recent articles in the area
area show the concern about monitoring possible concussions and other injuries to the head that may
show the concern about monitoring possible concussions and other injuries to the head that may be
be caused by an impact, especially in ice hockey and football [62–70].
caused by an impact, especially in ice hockey and football [62–70].
Most of the impact monitoring systems in the game are composed of smart inertial sensors that
Most of the impact monitoring systems in the game are composed of smart inertial sensors that
can transmit the following values: impact acceleration, impact time, impact local (head or part of the
can transmit the following values: impact acceleration, impact time, impact local (head or part of the
body), impact direction, and the amount of impacts in sequence (if more than one) [63–70]. As the
body), impact direction, and the amount of impacts in sequence (if more than one) [63–70]. As the
largest target of the studies are impacts on the head, the most instrumented protective equipment is
largest target of the studies are impacts on the head, the most instrumented protective equipment is
the helmet (Figure 6a), since its approach has gained more relevance in the light of concussion cases
the helmet (Figure 6a), since its approach has gained more relevance in the light of concussion cases in
in these sports [64,67,69]. However, the vest can also be instrumented [71].
these sports [64,67,69]. However, the vest can also be instrumented [71].
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types of analyses, as presented in Table 1, which displays the sports and the type of analysis.
Table 1. General applications for sensor fusion and smart sensor on sports.
Table 1. General applications for sensor fusion and smart sensor on sports.

SportSport
TypeofofAnalysis
Analysis
Type
AlpineAlpine
Skiing
[75]
Movement
and
techniques
Skiing [75]
Movement and techniques
Tennis
[76,77]
Swing
and
rules
(challenge)
Tennis [76,77]
Swing and rules (challenge)
Snowboard
[78,79]
Real-Time feedback
snowboarding
Snowboard
[78,79]
Real-Time
feedbackofof
snowboarding
Martial Arts (general) [80,81]
Movement and technics
Martial Arts (general) [80,81]
Movement and technics
Taekwondo [80,82,83]
Movement, technics and rules (system)
Taekwondo
Movement,
rules (system)
General[80,82,83]
Sports [84,85]
Classification
of thetechnics
modalityand
or activity
of the sport
General Sports [84,85]
Classification of the modality or activity of the sport
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both areas: plantar pressure, electrical activity of muscles, and ergonomics.

3.1. Plantar Pressure
3.1. Plantar Pressure

To perform plantar pressure measurement in dynamic situations, the best system currently
perform
plantar
pressure
measurement
dynamic situations,
the best system
currently
displayed isTo
called
in-shoe,
where
a plantar
pressure in
acquisition
system is installed
inside the
sneaker
displayed is called in-shoe, where a plantar pressure acquisition system is installed inside the sneaker
or the footwear of the individual [86,87]. This system model is based on measuring the plantar pressure
or the footwear of the individual [86,87]. This system model is based on measuring the plantar
between the foot of the individual and the outsole of the footwear, having an interface between the
pressure between the foot of the individual and the outsole of the footwear, having an interface
parts ofbetween
an instrumented
[17,86–89],insole
as featured
in Figure
7a. in Figure 7a.
the parts ofinsole
an instrumented
[17,86–89],
as featured

7. Plantar
pressure
smart
sensors:
in-shoe
insoleand
and(b)
(b) spike
spike shoes
Figure Figure
7. Plantar
pressure
smart
sensors:
(a) (a)
in-shoe
insole
shoesfor
forsprinters.
sprinters.

According to [86], in-shoe systems need some basic requirements for safe operation, such as

According
to [86],
in-shoe
systems
need
somebeing
basiccomfortable
requirements
for
operation,
such as
being mobile,
having
the least
number
of cables,
inside
thesafe
sneakers,
lightweight
being mobile,
having
the
least
number
of
cables,
being
comfortable
inside
the
sneakers,
lightweight
(about 300 g), low cost, and low power consumption. This system is characterized as a smart sensor
(about 300
g), low
cost,
and lowprocessing
power consumption.
This systemofisplantar
characterized
as a [86,87].
smart sensor
because
it has
acquisition,
and wireless transmission
pressure data
In addition
to commercial
systems,
other in-shoe
systems are
to research
specific
because it has
acquisition,
processing
and wireless
transmission
of developed
plantar pressure
dataand
[86,87].
studies,
such
as
an
instrumented
insole
that
was
developed
to
plantar
pressure
measurement
in
In addition to commercial systems, other in-shoe systems are developed to research and specific
heavy
human
activities
[87].
As
the
main
application,
this
insole
has
been
applied
to
a
landing
studies, such as an instrumented insole that was developed to plantar pressure measurement in
simulation parachute, which has a high impact on feet in contact with the ground [87]. This system
heavy human
activities [87]. As the main application, this insole has been applied to a landing
uses eight sensors that present an output voltage according to the internal material resistance that
simulation parachute, which has a high impact on feet in contact with the ground [87]. This system
changes when a mechanical force is applied to it. The system is microcontrolled and transmits data
uses eight
sensors that present an output voltage according to the internal material resistance that
by wireless communication modules [82].
changes when
a deeper
mechanical
force
is applied
tothere
it. The
is microcontrolled
and transmits
For
or more
specific
analysis,
aresystem
other methods,
such as the distance
betweendata
feet, by
wirelessgravity
communication
modules
[82]. by foot, etc. [17,86–89]. These plantar pressure concepts can be
center, pressure
percentage
Forapplied
deeperinorhigh
more
specific analysis,
there
are
methods,
as the
between
feet,
performance
sports, not
only
inother
training
or in thesuch
analysis
of distance
the assessments,
but
also,
for
example,
in
track
sports,
snowboarding
and
soccer
[16,24,79].
To
achieve
this,
miniaturized
gravity center, pressure percentage by foot, etc. [17,86–89]. These plantar pressure concepts can be
developedsports,
and installed
within
the pins
spike
shoes
(cleats) [16].
The
appliedsensors
in highwere
performance
not only
in training
orof
inthe
theathletic
analysis
of the
assessments,
but
also,
instrumented
spike
shoe
contains
six
pins
with
sensors
installed
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each
of
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as
shown
in
Figure
7b.
for example, in track sports, snowboarding and soccer [16,24,79]. To achieve this, miniaturized sensors
were developed and installed within the pins of the athletic spike shoes (cleats) [16]. The instrumented
3.2. Muscle Activity
spike shoe contains six pins with sensors installed in each of them, as shown in Figure 7b.
Muscle behavior analysis during a physical activity can be performed using Surface
Electromyography
(sEMG) [90–92]. In sports like weightlifting and powerlifting, there are
3.2. Muscle
Activity
movements of lifting metal bars with weights attached to their ends [91].

Muscle behavior analysis during a physical activity can be performed using Surface
Electromyography (sEMG) [90–92]. In sports like weightlifting and powerlifting, there are movements
of lifting metal bars with weights attached to their ends [91].
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Weightlifting activity can be harmful to the body if not performed correctly and requires
continuous assessments to avoid injuries during training and competitions, such as in Olympics
and Paralympics [92]. To illustrate sEMG use, which can be applied in both sports and biomedical
applications, there is a protocol for assessing muscles of the trunk activation when a weight is
lifted from a resting state [90]. The intersection of sEMG values with video imaging analysis can
generate a data fusion to perform the comparison of muscle electrical activation with body position
in weightlifting.
The movement of lifting a weight from the floor may occur, even at low intensity, in everyday
and domestic activities. These activities are responsible for most of the injuries that occur in the
back, particularly in the lumbar region. A data fusion such as this allows the characterization
and quantization of the muscles of the trunk activation, being baseline studies for the injuries and
rehabilitation of athletes and people deprived of some movements [90].
3.3. Posture and Ergonomics
Several systems are able to conduct a posture analysis, which can operate in improving sports
performance and in recovery and rehabilitation systems for medicinal purposes [93]. For example,
heart rate contribution with trunk inclination and acceleration data allows a smart sensor to perform
the measurement of movements and positions for the physical classification of postural activities,
especially in the detection of abnormal conditions susceptible to an emergency [94].
In most cases, sensor fusion and smart sensors of those applications are developed by means of
an inertial sensor. Accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers can be used for posture monitoring
and for some ambulatory functions by extraction, via Kalman filter, of the orientation of a person [95].
In therapeutic applications, inertial sensors are used to measure posture inclination angles, which allow
a system to perform feedback with vibrotactile stimulations to people in the rehabilitation process [96].
However, there are exceptions, such as a smart sensor developed with inductive sensors sewn into
a T-shirt that permits the analysis of the spine curvature [97].
It is also possible to notice that the inertial sensor can be associated with other sensors for
recognizing and tracking functions and daily movements. For day-to-day activity recognition,
the fusion accelerometers and radio frequency identification sensors (RFID) correlate both movements
and the amount of calories burned by the exchange of gases, present in different activities [98].
The fusion of inertial sensors, a belt of one sonar sensor and ultrasonic sensors inserted in shoes,
are used to estimate the posture of the lower limbs in real time, with obstacle detection in unknown
environments [99]. As for outpatient movements, smart fabrics (e-textiles) and smart sensors are used
for an angular measurement system (goniometer) of the knee joint, with better performance and less
errors than commercial systems [100].
However, regarding posture analysis, sensor fusion and smart sensors can assist in the
rehabilitation and in the treatment of diseases. In clinical systems, a combination of accelerometers
and gyroscopes can help to measure balance, mobility, and movements, such as standing up, walking,
turning, and sitting again—especially for people with Parkinson’s, who may be monitored by a smart
sensor [101]. For monitoring people with a neurological disorder and chronic diseases, data fusion of
acceleration, angular speed (gyroscope), and video images are used to assess postural changes [102].
In ergonomic systems, a stress and sleep quality estimator were developed using Electrocardiography
(ECG) in the form of a smart sensor [103]. Another example is a fusion wearable system, based on
a piezoelectric sensor array with tri-axial accelerometers, which are sewn onto lycra clothing.
This system is used to analyze spine curvature and lumbar spine bow [104].
After the presentation of applications that can be directed as an intermediate for sports
and biomedical applications, Section 4 will present smart sensors and sensor fusion applications,
besides data in biomedical engineering and its specifics.
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4. Biomedical Applications
The sensor fusion concept is widely used in biomedical engineering. Among its applications
are some simple cases, such as ECG use, Arterial Blood Pressure, and Photoplethysmography
(PPG) for monitoring cardiac signals. Even if some techniques have their advantages when used
separately, together they provide greater robustness and reliability for data analysis in diagnosis [105].
However, they may be applied to systems with deeper analysis, such as brain function understanding.
Due to the complexity of the brain, which requires more refined and detailed function mapping,
the adoption of only one technique presents difficulties. Using space-time signals obtained by
encephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG), adding functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) enables the analysis of how different parts of the brain contribute to activities related to
perception and cognition [106]. To achieve this goal, three different techniques, with different sensors
and signals, are used together.
On the other hand, there are situations where diseases cannot be diagnosed by simple methods,
such as potentially malignant tumors, due to factors such as low sensitivity, high-risk of a false positive,
and a limited number of spatial samples (occasionally in biopsies). Fused sensor information helps the
doctor make a more accurate diagnosis [106], which is facilitated by the development of miniaturized
electronics and wearable systems [106,107].
There are applications that use data matrices to acquire signals. However, they are composed of
the same data type. Biopotential collection systems, such as electromyography (EMG) [108], EEG and
ECG, or anything that uses the same type of sensor [109] should be handled with care because more
than one electrode can be used to capture the signal. If the type of the signal obtained is the same,
the system is classified as a multisensor system. Its nature classifies it as sensor data fusion; an example
of this is the use of an array of electrodes to collect signals from surface EMG in pregnant women to
monitor uterine contractions [110]. Thus, this work contributes to promote a multiple data analysis in
a non-invasive way.
In parallel with data fusion and sensor technologies, smart sensors have also been widely
used in biomedical applications to acquire and process data to be used in assisting with diagnosis,
self-diagnosis [111], telemedicine [112], home monitoring (home care) [113], and to save lives [114].
In the construction of these sensors, some electronics principles and/or physicochemical reactions,
such as biosensors, are noticeable. These biosensors facilitate the development of smart sensors
because they can be miniaturized and implanted. Some present themselves with the concept of MEMS,
which are used for various applications such as treating tumors, controlling blood glucose levels,
and releasing therapeutic agents in response to biomolecular and physical stimuli to minimize medical
care personnel intervention [115].
There are numerous examples of smart sensors, such as the m-Health (mobile-Health), a simple
wearable device that monitors cardiac activity in real-time [116]. Meanwhile, more complex systems
require the use of smart sensors, such as a prosthesis which assists people with degenerative retinal
diseases—this is still being tested [117]. This system uses a camera to capture the signals and an array
of electrodes to stimulate the eye, reinforcing the image. Finally, one of the greatest conveniences
of smart sensors is their ease of replication, which allows them to be commercially developed [118],
such as an EMG monitoring system [119].
Next, equipment, devices, and systems that use sensor fusion techniques and smart sensors
through the main biomedical applications, will be covered. Though there may be some overlap,
the examples were separated into classes: patient monitoring in a hospital/clinical environment,
rehabilitation, home monitoring, self-diagnosis; and other relevant applications that do not fit in
the above.
4.1. Patients Monitoring in a Hospital/Clinical Environment
In the development of systems for patient monitoring, sensor fusion techniques can be used
for the analysis of a more complete and general condition of the patient. In a hospital environment,
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the use of a single system to insert sensors on the patient, such as the body temperature, heart rate,
ECG, breathing rate, and acceleration of the body, is common [120]. These systems may be
These data are sent to a central processing unit, and algorithms identify the behavior of an individual
wearable [121]. These data are sent to a central processing unit, and algorithms identify the behavior
[120], verifying, for example, if he/she fell down or if their physical condition is not stable. In
of an individual [120], verifying, for example, if he/she fell down or if their physical condition is
integrated systems, a robot can be sent to meet the patient, which recognizes him/her through a
not stable. In integrated systems, a robot can be sent to meet the patient, which recognizes him/her
camera and a 3D spatial analysis’ LED (Light Emitting Diode) [120].
through a camera and a 3D spatial analysis’ LED (Light Emitting Diode) [120].
The technique of fusing data from multiple sensors is exemplified in an endoscopy system with
The technique of fusing data from multiple sensors is exemplified in an endoscopy system with
eight inertial sensors inserted into the endoscopic tube, determining its position and location [122].
eight inertial sensors inserted into the endoscopic tube, determining its position and location [122].
The use of multiple sensors provides complete guidance to the doctor in only one device, and
The use of multiple sensors provides complete guidance to the doctor in only one device, and therefore,
therefore, results in a better correlation of the orientation with collected images from the tube,
results in a better correlation of the orientation with collected images from the tube, offering control of
offering control of movements and lessening the chance of internal organ damage [122].
movements and lessening the chance of internal organ damage [122].
Image data can also be fused, such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) with ultrasound
Image data can also be fused, such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) with ultrasound
images, which provides reliable clinical data to be presented in real time, using computer
images, which provides reliable clinical data to be presented in real time, using computer tomography
tomography scanners [123]. On the other hand, data fusion to combine electromagnetic navigation
scanners [123]. On the other hand, data fusion to combine electromagnetic navigation with imaging
with imaging systems allows the performance of a biopsy of small lesions with high accuracy, which
systems allows the performance of a biopsy of small lesions with high accuracy, which can subsequently
can subsequently be used in clinical environments [124]. In exam and surgical systems
be used in clinical environments [124]. In exam and surgical systems (intraoperative), the obtained
(intraoperative), the obtained data of endomicroscopy fused with an ultrasound signal allows
data of endomicroscopy fused with an ultrasound signal allows complementary information to the
complementary information to the execution of transanal endoscopy microsurgeries [125].
execution of transanal endoscopy microsurgeries [125].
For clinical applications, an example of a smart sensor is based on a planar capacitive sensor,
For clinical applications, an example of a smart sensor is based on a planar capacitive sensor,
used for the measurement of urinary tract infections, to decrease the time of exams [126]. Instead of
used for the measurement of urinary tract infections, to decrease the time of exams [126]. Instead of
a laboratory analysis, a capacitive sensor was used to detect the concentration of the Escherichia coli
a laboratory analysis, a capacitive sensor was used to detect the concentration of the Escherichia coli
bacteria in urine samples, since bacteria alter dielectric properties of infected material. A capacitive
bacteria in urine samples, since bacteria alter dielectric properties of infected material. A capacitive
plate, containing a touch screen, with nine deposition samples areas, was proposed as suggested in
plate, containing a touch screen, with nine deposition samples areas, was proposed as suggested in
Figure 8. Inserting the sample, the electric field dispersion is characterized according to the properties
Figure 8. Inserting the sample, the electric field dispersion is characterized according to the properties
of the sample. Sensors are coupled to a microcontroller that collects the signals, treats them, and sends
of the sample. Sensors are coupled to a microcontroller that collects the signals, treats them, and sends
the data to a computer [126].
the data to a computer [126].

Figure 8. A detection system for a urinary infection.
Figure 8. A detection system for a urinary infection.
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continuous patient monitoring system, suggested in Figure 9, which gathers body temperature
(thermometer), perfusion index, oxygen concentration, heart rate (these latter three coming from a
pulse oximeter), and other clinical data (respiratory rate and urinary concentration) [129]. This system
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Smart sensors can also support data fusion, and this is exemplified in the instrumentation of
a pair of gloves (illustrated in Figure 11b) for monitoring rehabilitation progress of patients suffering
from rheumatoid arthritis at the wrist. Bending sensors, accelerometers, and force sensors are
used for measuring the angle of the joint of the hand and fingers [144]. Bending sensors measure
flexion of fingers and wrist rotation; force sensors measure the interaction of forces by the Kapandji
index (graduating movements of the big toe related to other hand regions); and the accelerometers,
located on the phalanges of the fingers, assist in reading the position of the fingers. Data fusion
and respective analysis are performed in microcontrollers, which brings dynamic, rather than static,
analysis, as goniometers used for similar applications are static.
To assist people with the rehabilitation of Parkinson’s disease, load control, and speed sensors
can be used to instrument a bicycle, while its user can use sensors to monitor heart rate [145].
Storage systems and data transmission centralize the influx of signals and allow the data merger
to parameterize the most appropriate exercises for the individual in question. For patients with
Parkinson’s, it is proven that high pace and high intensity exercises improve their motor functions,
which are made possible by the equipment. The proposed equipment, in the form of a smart sensor,
enables improvement of motor function, monitoring the condition at the same time as it is modifying
the situation of the exercises.
Smart and fusion concepts are found in rehabilitation systems as well as in auxiliary equipment
and for the support in these systems. A set of accelerometers (analog and digital) and gyroscope
(digital) enables one to retrieve information about any abnormal or dangerous situation on the device
during its operation (rehabilitation process of a patient) [146].
4.3. Monitoring and Diagnostics Aid
To provide assistance with diagnostics and monitoring systems, there are tools that
combine various technologies which infer parameters that may indicate a particular behavior or
abnormality [147]. Examples of this are the smart sensor in [148] (inertial sensors to detect falls and
night epileptic seizures) and in [149] (proposed for measuring heart and temperature rates). Most of
these systems are developed for patient monitoring outside the hospital (homecare) [150], based on
the cost savings that medical equipment adds to the treatment [151]. Furthermore, systems working
with sensor fusion and smart sensors techniques mostly can be used remotely, relying on wireless
communication modules for data analysis on other devices, using biotelemetry [152] and e-Health
concepts [153].
Photoplethysmography (PPG) techniques, temperature measurement, and the use of acceleration
to monitor heart rate, body temperature, falls and inclination of a patient while sleeping, in a smart
sensor [150] is an example of these mentioned systems. Similar to this is the remote body temperature
measurement by thermoresistive sensor and heart rate by PPG, which can detect hyperthermia,
hypothermia, tachycardia, and bradycardia [111]. In [151], a smart, simultaneous sensor with
a single chip containing physiological date for temperature, glucose, protein concentration, and pH
(hydrogen potential), obtained by resistance change, measuring tension, flow, and capacitance.
A biotelemetry system is proposed in [152] for arterial blood pressure measurement (with a MEMS
sensor based on piezoresistive principles) and body temperature in a smart sensor, which aims to
monitor hypertensive patients.
Graphics platforms used for the acquisition, processing, analysis, and preparation of data, such as
LabVIEWTM , are one of the solutions found in monitoring systems. Presentation, processing and
analysis of signals, obtained from an ECG acquisition smart sensor and processed in a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP), were developed with LabVIEWTM [112]. Data is transmitted to a computer containing
such a platform. Also with wireless transmission and LabVIEWTM use for data analysis and remote
monitoring [154], a smart sensor with the ability to measure sodium, potassium, chlorine, and pH
was developed to observe electrolyte levels. In both cases, it is perceived the smart sensors with
a monitoring function combine data acquisition platforms, such as LabVIEWTM . These techniques
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and
a
message
to
the
operator
to
stop
using
the
machine
appears.
an audible alarm is triggered, and a message to the operator to stop using the machine appears.
The
asas
in in
a
The EMG
EMG monitoring
monitoringarea
areahas
hasadvanced
advancedininelectrodes’
electrodes’combination
combinationfor
forsmart
smartsensors,
sensors,
device
that
uses
EMG
signals
from
the
stomach,
which
records
signals
from
the
activity
of
the
a device that uses EMG signals from the stomach, which records signals from the activity of the
stomach
stomach noninvasively
noninvasively [114,162].
[114,162]. Moreover,
Moreover, for
for monitoring
monitoring kinesiological
kinesiological functions,
functions, neuromuscular
neuromuscular
diseases,
diseases, and
and motor
motor activity
activity disorders,
disorders, [163]
[163] aa smart
smart sensor
sensor is
is presented
presented with
with electrodes
electrodes constructed
constructed
on
a
printed
circuit
board.
In
both
cases,
there
are
processing
and
data
transmission
systems.
on a printed circuit board. In both cases, there are processing and data transmission systems.
In
determination
of of
thethe
quantity
of glucose
in
In diabetes
diabetesmanagement,
management,aamajor
majorproblem
problemisisininthe
the
determination
quantity
of glucose
the
blood,
which
has good
accuracy
only by
clinical
examination.
The development
of less invasive
in the
blood,
which
has good
accuracy
only
by clinical
examination.
The development
of less
and
commercial
techniques,
such
as
optical
gauges
[164]
have
tolerance
results
within
±
20%.
More
invasive and commercial techniques, such as optical gauges [164] have tolerance results within ±
20%.
crossing of techniques can reduce the error range, providing greater reliability to the patient in this
high demand area [165,166]. This is the case for data fusion of capacitive and optical sensors [167].
Optical spectroscopy and dielectric measurement enable the estimation of the level of glucose
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Optical spectroscopy and dielectric measurement enable the estimation of the level of glucose through
the skin,
proven
the proven
same study
[167],
which
in high
accuracy.
Another
case of
fusion case
occurs
through
theby
skin,
by the
same
studyresulted
[167], which
resulted
in high
accuracy.
Another
of
with ECG
and
pulse
oximetry
techniques
in
monitoring
diabetes
[168]
by
correlating
this
disease
with
fusion occurs with ECG and pulse oximetry techniques in monitoring diabetes [168] by correlating
heartthis
problems.
made
in separate parts
of theinbody.
However,
proposal
disease Both
withmeasurements
heart problems.are
Both
measurements
are made
separate
parts the
of the
body.
links However,
them in one
area
as
the
functionality
of
a
low-cost
smart
sensor.
the proposal links them in one area as the functionality of a low-cost smart sensor.
Under
the format
of glucose
monitoring
smart
sensors,
commercial
Under
the format
of glucose
monitoring
smart
sensors,
commercialproducts
productsare
aredeveloped
developed with
with
biosensors,
suchsuch
as the
device
thatthat
performs
collection
ofof
reverse
biosensors,
aswearable
the wearable
device
performs
collection
reverseiontophoresis
iontophoresisglucose
glucose with
with
watchwatch
functions
[115].[115].
However,
one problem
is theisbacterial
contamination
risk, risk,
which
is possible
due
functions
However,
one problem
the bacterial
contamination
which
is possible
itsadherence
size and adherence
[115].
In this monitoring
principle, monitoring
is conducted
with technique
the fusion
to its due
size to
and
[115]. In this
principle,
is conducted
with the fusion
technique
in aworn
smartlike
sensor
worn like
a bracelet
[169]. Two accelerometers
useddata
to obtain
data
in a smart
sensor
a bracelet
[169].
Two accelerometers
are used to are
obtain
related
to
related
the arm
and body
motion;measure
thermistors
measure temperature
heat flux
sensor
the arm
and to
body
motion;
thermistors
temperature
of the body;ofa the
heatbody;
flux asensor
measures
measures
loss
on the skin;
a galvanic
sensor
the conductivity
of the
and ECG
heat loss
on theheat
skin;
a galvanic
sensor
measures
themeasures
conductivity
of the subject;
andsubject;
ECG electrodes
electrodes
measure
the
respiratory
rate
and
QRS
complex
signals;
where
QRS
complex
signal
is the
measure the respiratory rate and QRS complex signals; where QRS complex signal is the combination
combination
of threedeflections
of the graphical
deflections
on a typical electrocardiogram
of three
of the graphical
seen on
a typicalseen
electrocardiogram
signal (ECG). signal (ECG).
Besides
wearables,
smart
sensors
may
be
applied
to
other
parts
the such
body,assuch
as contact
Besides wearables, smart sensors may be applied to other parts of the of
body,
contact
lenses
lenses used for glucose measurement through lacrimal fluid [170], shown in Figure 13. The
used for glucose measurement through lacrimal fluid [170], shown in Figure 13. The measurement is
measurement is made in a polymer lens that includes a module with three electrodes (biosensors)
made in a polymer lens that includes a module with three electrodes (biosensors) and a communication
and a communication module, developed with microelectronic components and with a coil around
module, developed with microelectronic components and with a coil around the lens functioning as
the lens functioning as an antenna for data communication.
an antenna for data communication.

Figure
13. Smart
sensor
for glucose
level
measurement
developed
into
Figure
13. Smart
sensor
for glucose
level
measurement
developed
intoa acontact
contactlens.
lens.

For monitoring
patients
Parkinson’s
disease,
systems
inertial
sensors
mostly.
This
fact
For monitoring
patients
withwith
Parkinson’s
disease,
systems
useuse
inertial
sensors
mostly.
This
fact
is
is
justified
by
Parkinson’s
being
a
neurodegenerative
disease
[171],
which
has
symptoms
like
tremors
justified by Parkinson’s being a neurodegenerative disease [171], which has symptoms like tremors
the hands,
arms,
stiffness
limbs,
bradykinesia(slowness
(slowness to
to perform
perform
in theinhands,
arms,
legslegs
andand
face,face,
the the
stiffness
of of
thethe
limbs,
bradykinesia
movements [172]), and postural instability [173]. This disease affects about 6.3 million people around
movements [172]), and postural instability [173]. This disease affects about 6.3 million people around
the world [174].
the world [174].
The fusion of data from three accelerometers in an acquisition system [175] used in a device
The fusion of data from three accelerometers in an acquisition system [175] used in a device [176],
[176], provides data regarding the possible risks of the patient to fall, with less response time and
provides data regarding the possible risks of the patient to fall, with less response time and accuracy in
accuracy in relation to other analysis, such as fall history, gait analysis, and gait locking (freezing)
relation
to other analysis, such as fall history, gait analysis, and gait locking (freezing) [175]. In the
[175]. In the wearable field, accelerometers and vibration and force sensors are used as smart sensors
wearable
field,
and and
vibration
force
sensors
are applied
used as to
smart
sensors and
applied
in
applied
in accelerometers
tracksuits [177,178]
glovesand
[179].
They
are also
Parkinson’s
enable
tracksuits
[177,178]
and
gloves
[179].
They
are
also
applied
to
Parkinson’s
and
enable
monitoring
of
monitoring of the patient’s activities in a more natural way.
the patient’s
activities
in
a
more
natural
way.
The freezing of gait (FOG) is a major concern for Parkinson’s patients. For this application, smart
The
freezing
of gait in
(FOG)
is a major
for Parkinson’s
patients.
For
this environment
application,
sensors
are installed
headsets,
which concern
are exemplified
by [171] and
[180] for
home
smartmonitoring
sensors are
installed
in headsets,
which areand
exemplified
by [171,180]are
forallocated
home environment
[180].
Accelerometers,
gyroscopes,
3-axes magnetometers
in a headset
monitoring
[180].
Accelerometers,
gyroscopes,
and
3-axes
magnetometers
are
allocated
in
headset
format, with recognition through a neural network to prevent catastrophic events, such asafalls.
The
purpose
this systemthrough
is to have
feedback
loop [180],
that occurs
in [171]. With
twosuch
inertial
format,
with of
recognition
a aneural
network
to prevent
catastrophic
events,
as units
falls.
allocated to the ankle, there is the data fusion in a smart sensor with an implemented algorithm to
detect FOGs and warn the user through headsets to support the gait of the patient and reduce
accidents [171]. Another proposal for monitoring patients with Parkinson’s disease occurs with the
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The purpose of this system is to have a feedback loop [180], that occurs in [171]. With two inertial
units allocated to the ankle, there is the data fusion in a smart sensor with an implemented algorithm
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16, 1569and warn the user through headsets to support the gait of the patient and reduce
19 of 31
to detect
accidents [171]. Another proposal for monitoring patients with Parkinson’s disease occurs with the
fusion
fusion of
of force
force sensors
sensors (for
(for step
step detection)
detection) and
and respiration
respiration sensors
sensors (via
(via inductive
inductive plethysmography).
plethysmography).
These
are
integrated
into
a
network
capable
of
providing
real-time
movement
and
breathing
in a
These are integrated into a network capable of providing real-time movement and breathing
in a smart
smart
operating
in a network
smart network
sensorsensor
operating
in a smart
[181]. [181].

4.4. Other Applications
The following section presents works that, in nature, clash with the previously reported
applications, either because they have specific characteristics or because they are situated in concepts
that can
canbe
beused
usedininclinical
clinical
systems,
monitoring,
rehabilitation.
An example
is a sensor
smart
systems,
monitoring,
andand
rehabilitation.
An example
of thisofisthis
a smart
sensor
for gaseous
person exhalation
[182],
can
used forand
diagnosis
and
for gaseous
analysisanalysis
through through
a person aexhalation
[182], which
canwhich
be used
forbe
diagnosis
monitoring.
monitoring.
Another
study,
at an
early
stage,
the fusion
of a galvanic
response
skin sensor,
a
Another
study,
at an early
stage,
is the
fusion
of aisgalvanic
response
skin sensor,
a temperature
sensor,
temperature
sensor,
a position
sensor
to detect
epileptic seizures [183].
and a position
sensorand
to detect
epileptic
seizures
[183].
importance
lieslies
in in
thethe
useuse
of
Among other applications,
applications, there
thereisisrecognition
recognitionofofmovements.
movements.ItsIts
importance
remote
controls,
aided
by
video
or
reproduced
by
robots
and
smart
systems
for
interpretation.
The
of remote controls, aided by video or reproduced by robots and smart systems for interpretation.
sensors
used for
thisfor
arethis
inertial,
coupled coupled
with another
thatsignal
can provide
additional
The
sensors
used
are inertial,
withsignal
another
that can
provideinformation,
additional
such
as a vision
[184].
Fusing
such
data such
results
inresults
the recognition
of the movements
of the
information,
suchsystem
as a vision
system
[184].
Fusing
data
in the recognition
of the movements
hand.
Accordingly,
for human-computer
interaction,
an instrumented
glove
merges
data
from
a
of the hand.
Accordingly,
for human-computer
interaction,
an instrumented
glove
merges
data
from
vision
system
with
five
degrees
ofof
freedom
with
bending
sensors
based
onon
optical
fiber
byby
means
of
a vision
system
with
five
degrees
freedom
with
bending
sensors
based
optical
fiber
means
aofKalman
filter,
with
a a79%
a Kalman
filter,
with
79%accuracy
accuracyincrease
increaseofofclose
closeinterphalangeal
interphalangealjoints
joints in
in relation
relation to other
systems [185]. However,
However, another
another signal
signal may
may be used instead of a camera, which recognizes hand
movements, by
and
EMG
signals
[186].
The authors
note that
byusing
usingaccelerometers
accelerometers(three-axes)
(three-axes)
and
EMG
signals
[186].
The authors
notethese
that
tools
are
more
accurate
than
those
based
on
gloves
and
vision
recognition
[186].
Sensors
were
these tools are more accurate than those based on gloves and vision recognition [186]. Sensors
developed in
in the
the presented
presentedtopology
topologyand
andthe
thedevice
deviceisisplaced
placed
individual
shown
in Figure
onon
thethe
individual
as as
shown
in Figure
14.
14.
Listed
ofwords
72 words
from
Chinese
symbolic
language
alphabet
were
listed.
Listed
totaltotal
of 72
from
the the
Chinese
symbolic
language
alphabet
were
listed.

Figure 14.
14. Sensor
Sensor Fusion
Fusion proposed
proposed using
using accelerometers
accelerometers and
Figure
and EMG
EMG electrodes.
electrodes.

sensor
and
laser
enables
the estimation
of human
motion
[187]. Thus,
Fusion obtained
obtainedby
bya aforce
force
sensor
and
laser
enables
the estimation
of human
motion
[187].
a mobile
robot robot
for assistance
was designed
in a safe,
effective,
and and
comfortable
wayway
to monitor
the
Thus,
a mobile
for assistance
was designed
in a safe,
effective,
comfortable
to monitor
coordination
of arms
andand
legs,
as as
seen
in in
Figure
the coordination
of arms
legs,
seen
Figure15.
15.These
Theseinstrumented
instrumentedrobot
robotmodels
models help
help elderly
elderly
people by facilitating their movements
movements and
and mobility. Force sensors
sensors were based
based on resistive
resistive sensors,
sensors,
inserted in
in the
the structure
structureas
asshown
shownininFigure
Figure15,
15,which
whichestimate
estimateboth
bothstrength
strength
and
torque
region
and
torque
in in
thethe
region
of
of
handles.
pointer
usedattached
was attached
to thearea
bottom
area of
a robot, movements
monitoring
thethe
handles.
The The
laserlaser
pointer
used was
to the bottom
of a robot,
monitoring
movements
of the
legs.
Datausing
wereafused
using
a Kalman
filter,
displaying
themovements
intention ofofmovements
of the legs. Data
were
fused
Kalman
filter,
displaying
the
intention of
the patient.
of
the
patient.
A
similar
proposal
is
a
robot
that
detects
people,
merging
data
from
a
camera
an
A similar proposal is a robot that detects people, merging data from a camera and an RGB-D and
sensor
RGB-D
order for
the patient,
elderly,while
to be in
traced
their faces
home.can
Their
in ordersensor
for theinpatient,
especially
the especially
elderly, tothe
be traced
theirwhile
home.inTheir
be
faces
can beby
recognized
thethrough
robot and,
through
voicethe
command,
user
can
order
it to
move and
recognized
the robot by
and,
voice
command,
user can the
order
it to
move
and
intervene
in
intervene
in
dangerous
or
risk
situations
[188].
dangerous or risk situations [188].
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Figure15.
15.Mobile
Mobileaid
aidrobot
robothighlighting
highlightingforce
forcesensors,
sensors,the
thelaser
laserindicator,
indicator,and
andcontroller.
controller.
Figure

Brain-Computer
Brain-ComputerInterfaces
Interfaces(BCI)
(BCI)are
arealso
alsodeveloped
developedininthe
theform
formofofaasmart
smartsensor,
sensor,with
withsensors
sensors
compounded
of
EEG
electrodes.
In
m-Health,
for
treatment
and
diagnosis
of
neurological
disorders,
compounded of EEG electrodes. In m-Health, for treatment and diagnosis of neurological disorders,
aasmart
electrodes
with
a complete
processing
system
[189].
Based
on the
smartsensor
sensorisisused
usedwith
withEEG
EEG
electrodes
with
a complete
processing
system
[189].
Based
on
psychological
state state
of a person,
a smart
sensorsensor
is used
change
the music
automatically
with a with
BCI
the psychological
of a person,
a smart
is to
used
to change
the music
automatically
[190].
systems
used used
to merge
datadata
with
BCIs
containing
a BCI Moreover,
[190]. Moreover,
systems
to merge
with
BCIs
containingaccelerometers
accelerometerstotocontrol
control
prostheses
prosthesesare
arepresent
present[191].
[191].
Exams and imaging systems [192] merge medical
medical use
use data
data images
images through
through stationary
stationarywavelet
wavelet
transformation
transformation techniques
techniquesand
and Non-Sampled
Non-Sampled Contourlet
Contourlet Transformed
Transformed (NSCT).
(NSCT). Both
Both techniques
techniques
improve
improve the
the variance
variance information
information and
and the
the fused
fused image
image phase,
phase, still
still using
using Principal
Principal Component
Component
Analysis
(PCA)
and
fusion
rules
to
minimize
redundancy,
offering
enhanced
contrast
and
Analysis (PCA) and fusion rules to minimize redundancy, offering enhanced contrast andrestoration
restoration
of
the
functioning
knowledge
of the
brain
in normal
conditions
or
ofmorphological
morphologicaldetails.
details.ToToincrease
increase
the
functioning
knowledge
of the
brain
in normal
conditions
in
presence,
EEG
fusion
with
functional
magnetic
resonance
or pathology
in pathology
presence,
EEG
fusion
with
functional
magnetic
resonanceimaging
imagingisisused
used[193],
[193],
combining
combining an
an analysis
analysis in
in space.
space. AA magnetometer
magnetometer and
and gradiometer
gradiometer signals
signals can
can be
be fused
fused to
to
magnetoencephalography,
improvement
of results
in ainsingle
modemode
[194].[194].
For
magnetoencephalography,which
whichallows
allowsthethe
improvement
of results
a single
visualization
of the
an ultrasonic
sensor
with
a magnetic
tracker
For visualization
of veins,
the veins,
an ultrasonic
sensor
with
a magnetic
trackeris isemployed
employedinin the
the
reconstruction
reconstructionof
ofthe
thearteries
arteriesfor
forarterial
arterialintraluminal
intraluminalprosthesis
prosthesis stent
stent allocation.
allocation.
Conclusions
5.5.Conclusions
This work
work presented
presented aa different
different approach
approach to
to the
the usage
usage of
of smart
smart sensors
sensors and
and sensor
sensor fusion
fusion
This
accordingto
tothe
theapplication
application(sports
(sportsand
andbiomedical).
biomedical).In
Inthis
thiscase,
case,ititbecame
becameclear
clearthat
thatthe
theapplications
applications
according
couldbe
beused
usedas
asaasupport
supportto
tothe
thestart
startand
anddevelopment
developmentof
ofnew
newprojects
projects in
in both
both areas.
areas.
could
To formulate
formulate this review,
were
used,
preferably
from
the the
last
To
review,technical
technicalrepositories
repositoriesand
andreferences
references
were
used,
preferably
from
six years.
Among
thesethese
references,
there there
is a three-level
classification:
papers published
in journals,
last
six years.
Among
references,
is a three-level
classification:
papers published
in
transactions,
magazines,
and others
journals from
2010from
to the
present
papers
on
journals,
transactions,
magazines,
andtechnical
others technical
journals
2010
to the(48%);
present
(48%);
technical
proceedings,
annals, and
symposiums
(38%); and
the remaining
(14%) are
papers
on conferences,
technical conferences,
proceedings,
annals,
and symposiums
(38%);
and the remaining
general
to conceptualization.
(14%)
arereferences
general references
to conceptualization.
Theuse
useofof
two
more
sensors
allows
better
solutions
the problems,
which be
cannot
be
The
two
or or
more
sensors
allows
better
solutions
to theto
problems,
which cannot
solved
solved
with
only
oneoftype
data.applications
The applications
of smart
systems
coupled
with processing
with
only
one
type
data.of The
of smart
systems
coupled
with processing
and
and transmission
data grant
integration
datamultiple
from multiple
devices.
The devices
usefusion
sensor
transmission
data grant
integration
of dataoffrom
devices.
The devices
that usethat
sensor
fusion
and
smart techniques
sensors techniques
more than
complex
usualErgo,
devices.
Ergo,
the use
of these
and
smart
sensors
are more are
complex
usualthan
devices.
the use
of these
techniques
techniques
provides
a newtoprocedure
to acquire,
and
the with
sameadata
with aapproach
different
provides
a new
procedure
acquire, process
andprocess
transmit
thetransmit
same data
different
approach
and innovative
and
innovative
analysis. analysis.
Inthe
thesecond
secondcontext,
context,attention
attentionwas
wasgiven
givento
tothe
the growing
growing demand
demandin
in biomedical
biomedicaland
andsports
sports
In
applications. This
by the
of electronics,
allowing the
construction
applications.
This demand
demandis driven
is driven
byrapid
the development
rapid development
of electronics,
allowing
the
of sensors and
controllers
reduced
size,
low cost
Therefore,Therefore,
by assessing
construction
of sensors
and with
controllers
with
reduced
size,and
lowhigh
costreliability.
and high reliability.
by
assessing the different applications, it is remarkable that these two areas have much more similarities
than differences.
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the different applications, it is remarkable that these two areas have much more similarities
than differences.
In the sports industry, sports equipment and the instrumentation of athletes presents better
conditions so that sports assessment and athletic performance can be improved. Within the sports
environment, training load quantification and evaluation of physical, physiological and technical
conditions are of paramount importance for the development of the athlete and injury prevention.
In order to perform these measurements, smart sensors, and sensor fusion provide numerical,
graphical and temporal analysis, offering feedback that can be the basis for decision-making. This work
presents smart sensors and sensor fusion application for the following sports: individual, collective,
those with safety equipment, those in need of an assistance of an arbitrator, among others; all of
which evolve by using these techniques. Thus, the importance of introducing such technology for
understanding and developing sports is evident.
The execution of activities in sports is mostly dynamic. Given this premise, the use of smart
sensors and sensor fusion enables data collection to be performed in real proof conditions, rather than
only in the laboratory. This change of environment, when assessing in real time, demands reliable
analysis that shows the performance of the athlete while performing his/her sport. With this new
perspective of evaluation and monitoring of athletes, their evolution of various characteristics has
become measurable, enabling more complex assessments both in real-time and in future analysis.
On the other hand, most biomedical applications present their use in concentrated or in special
environments, such as hospitals and clinics. These applications relied on expensive and difficult
operation/handling equipment, such as large imaging equipment. However, also boosted by the
electronic development, many of the applications left the vicinity of medical centers and became part
of the home, thanks to aid equipment and remote measurement development (fostered by technologies
such as m-health, homecare). In this context, the use of techniques of sensor fusion and smart sensors,
as seen throughout the article, has established mobile, practical, and feasible solutions with great
expansion potential.
It is apparent that many applications that use techniques discussed in this article are between these
two branches (biomedical and sports instrumentation). The difficulty of separating the applications
for these two areas is evident when the same smart sensor or sensor fusion can be designed for both
areas. For example, the heart rate monitored by a smart sensor can be applied to load training control,
as well as to homecare. Thus, Section 3, which presented cases of applications that pervade both
classes, is appropriate.
The main purpose was to show the interaction between sports and biomedical applications that
operated with smart sensors, sensor fusion or both in the same system. The introduction of these
techniques helped to understand the human body and its activities; moreover, how it was determinant
to the evolution of the aforementioned areas. Finally, this type of review was necessary to bring
together similar areas and collaborate with studies following the evolution of this technology.
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